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For further information and 
personal consultation:

Remote Leading

New Work virtual/analog

Information on organisation and program:

We tailor the concept 
to your requirements. 

Contact us to arrange 
your personal consultation!

—   Short content sprints on leadership issues

—   Latest research and findings on remote work
—   Special aspects of leading at a distance
—   Tried and tested virtual tools and methods
—   Peer-to-peer consulting and discussion on concrete issues

Contents

Compact, intensive workshop with input, peer-to-peer dialog  
on real-world issues and tools for daily working lives

Format

Leaders at all hierarchical levels, 
leaders and their teams, departments, divisions 

Who for

Remote Leading – from Stopgap  
to New Normal.

We now know that remote leading will remain a 
permanent part of our daily working lives. This opens 
up a wealth of opportunities but also poses a number 
risks for anyone who works in teams. 

We shine a spotlight on these aspects, accompany 
you on a number of stages of the journey by 
providing you concrete solutions for the most 
relevant issues.  

We do not deliver “off-the-peg” training workshops. Why not? What organisations need in order to 

meet the challenges of remote leading is heavily dependent on a number of factors, such as where they  
are starting from, the context, the technical requirements, as well as the degree of maturity  
of the employees and leaders. 

That’s why it is a good idea for us to talk: about the contents, the program and organisational matters, 
your individual needs and priorities. You set the goals and we design your workshop according to your 
specific parameters in order to achieve the best possible impact. We will continually provide you with a 
clear reflection of what works and what perhaps does not.

The concept

Our Remote Leading workshop provides the participants with 
a forum in which they directly tackle the challenges they face in 
their daily lives as leaders. Inspirational content input forms the 
basis, dialog and discussion enable them to transfer learning  

outcomes to their business context, and specific tools support 
them in their daily working lives. In doing so, we do not shy away 
from addressing fears and concerns and create a safe space in 
which ideas can be shared.

Why

Because leading at a distance requires enhanced  
competencies to provide orientation and establish stability 
in the team. Functioning communication, proximity and 
belonging despite the distance and, not least, ensuring 
performance in the various areas of work are just some 
of the challenging goals that leaders are pursuing in the 
current climate.     

1 to 2-day virtual training  

workshop for  

remote leadership


